HIV/AIDS Vaccines: 2018

Harriet L. Robinson

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) has infected 76 million people and killed an estimated 35 million. During its 40-year history, remarkable progress has been made on antiretroviral drugs. Progress toward a vaccine has also been made, although this has yet to deliver a licensed product. In 2007, I wrote a review, HIV AIDS Vaccines: 2007. This review, HIV AIDS Vaccines: 2018, focuses on the progress in the past 11 years. I begin with key challenges for the development of an AIDS vaccine and the lessons learned from the six completed efficacy trials, only one of which has met with some success.

CHALLENGES POSED BY HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS-1 FOR VACCINE DEVELOPMENT

Development of a human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) vaccine faces many challenges that include the virus life cycle favoring the rapid establishment of hard to clear chronic infections, the high diversity and structure of the envelope glycoprotein limiting the ability to elicit broadly neutralizing antibodies (bnAbs), and the tropism of the virus for T helper cells facilitating infection, spread, and persistence (see Box 1).

Upon infection, HIV reverse transcribes its RNA to DNA, which integrates into the host genome as a DNA provirus. The provirus, established within hours of infection, is a chronic infection that can lie latent, unable to be recognized by the immune system or eradicated by drugs. Most vaccines work by memory responses expanding and limiting disease. A protective memory response for HIV may need to prevent the establishment of proviral DNA.

Prevention of infection is best mediated by neutralizing antibody (Ab) blocking the entry of virus into a cell. HIV is a highly diverse virus. Each transmitted virus is a unique virus. For a vaccine to be effective, it will need to recognize and block conserved targets for neutralization that are common to the strains undergoing transmission. Despite years of intensive effort by highly skilled laboratories, broadly neutralizing antibody (bnAb) for the strains of HIV that are undergoing transmission has yet to be achieved in humans.1,2

Another challenge is the cellular receptor for HIV being CD4. CD4 is the signature surface molecule for the T cells that provide help in the form of cytokines and co-stimulation for both Ab and T cell responses. Vaccines readily elicit memory CD4+ helper T cells that rapidly migrate to sites of an incoming infection. For most infections, these CD4+ T cells support control of the infection. For HIV, they serve as kindling as well as providing help.3,4 For a CD4+ T cell to be infected, it also needs to display CCR5, which serves as a co-receptor for HIV. Not all types of CD4+ T cells display the CCR5 co-receptor for infection. However, memory cells that localize at mucosal surfaces do display CCR5, providing target cells at mucosal sites of entry. The T follicular helper cells that migrate to the germinal centers of lymph nodes, where they support somatic hypermutation of Abs, also display the CCR5 co-receptor. Because germinal centers restrict the entry of cytotoxic T cells, the T follicular helper cells not only are kindling for HIV infection but also carry the infection to a sanctuary where it can persist and thrive.5 Thus, vaccination can raise responses that exacerbate as well as control infection.

Logistical considerations have also slowed vaccine development. Challenge studies need to be done in nonhuman primates (NHPs), an expensive model in which limited numbers of animals can be used. Preclinical challenge trials are further complicated by there not being sure correlates for protection—with different vaccines potentially eliciting responses that protect by different mechanisms.

Despite these challenges, there is hope: some candidate vaccines successfully prevent simian immunodeficiency virus and chimeric simian-human immunodeficiency virus infections in NHPs. In these vaccine trials, success is measured not by delivering a single high dose challenge, but by delivering repeated low dose challenges that infect about 30% of the animals at each dose.6 Hopefully, vaccines that have been successful in NHPs can be translated into humans where transmission is typically much less frequent than once for three exposures.7
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Efficacy trials for HIV vaccines

By far, the most significant milestones on the path to an HIV vaccine have been the efficacy trials (Figure 1). The first two trials, one in discordant couples in the United States and one in intravenous drug users in Thailand, tested bivalent subunits of the gp120 receptor binding subunit of Env for the ability to raise protective antibodies. Unlike the hepatitis B and papillomavirus vaccines, where protein vaccines raise protective responses, the gp120 HIV protein failed to protect either of the high-risk populations. In retrospect, this failure to protect seems to have been due in part to multiple boosts (7 total) driving the Ab response to a nonprotective subgroup of immunoglobulin G (IgG; see below).

The second two completed trials tested adenovirus five (Ad5)-vected internal HIV proteins (Gag, Pol, and Nef) for the ability to raise protective cytotoxic CD8+ T cells. These trials, termed STEP and Phambili, were conducted in men who have sex with men (MSM) in the United States and heterosexual couples in South Africa, respectively. Both trials were stopped early by their data safety monitoring boards because of harm: a higher incidences of HIV infection in vaccinated than nonvaccinated participants. The most broadly accepted hypothesis for the failure of the STEP and Phambili trials is the elicitation by the Ad5 vector of CD4+ T cells that served as preferential targets for infection.

The fifth completed trial, RV144, a 16,000-participant community-based trial in Thailand, tested a canary poxvirus prime (ALVAC) followed by an ALVAC + bivalent gp120 protein in alum boost. This trial used the same gp120 protein that had been used in the Thai trial testing gp120 protein alone. RV144 was overseen by the US Military and the Thai Ministry of Public Health and, despite controversy about the wisdom of conducting the trial, provided the first and only protection (31.2%) achieved by an HIV vaccine. Interestingly, the vaccine seemed to have achieved a 60.5% rate of protection during the first 6 months after its peak response. This protection waned with the rapid contraction of a poorly durable Ab response.

Post hoc analyses of CD4+ T cell responses have revealed that the T cells elicited by the RV144 vaccine had relatively poor susceptibility to HIV infection, a phenomenon that likely contributed to its protective potential.

The sixth trial tested DNA priming followed by Ad5 boosting. This trial, HVTN 505, conducted in the United States in MSM and transgender men who have sex with men, differed from the first Ad5 trial by including immunogens that expressed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bivalent gp120</td>
<td>VAX 004: AIDSVAX B/B in alum, US, discordant couples, age 18–60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VAX 003: AIDSVAX B/E in alum, Thailand, IVDU, age 20–60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5, internal proteins</td>
<td>HVTN 504 (STEP): US, MSM, age 18–45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HVTN 503 (Phambili): RSA, heterosexual, age 18–35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canarypox/ bivalent gp120</td>
<td>RV144: ALVAC vCP1521-AIDSVAX B/E, Thailand, community-based, age 18–30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31.2% protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA/Ad5, internal proteins + Env</td>
<td>HVTN 505: US, MSM, TGSM, age 18–50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>STOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canarypox/ bivalent gp120</td>
<td>HVTN 702 (P5): ALVAC vCP2438 – bivalent clade C gp120, RSA, heterosexual, age 18–35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad26 (mosaic)/ trimeric gp140</td>
<td>HVTN 705/HPX2008, 4 mosaic sequences – clade C gp140, Sub-Saharan African women, age 18–35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Timeline for human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) vaccine efficacy trials. Years at the top are for 4-year intervals, individual years are designated by dotted lines. Ad5, adenovirus serotype 5 vector; Ad26, adenovirus serotype 26 vector; ALVAC, canarypox vector; HVTN, HIV Vaccine Trials Network; IVDU, intravenous drug users; MSM, men who have sex with men; RSA, Republic of South Africa; TGSM, male to female transgender individuals who have sex with men; US, United States; VCP, canary pox vector.
a secreted form of Env and a DNA prime, which had augmented immunogenicity of recombinant Ad5 vectors. Because of the enhanced infection in the first trial testing an Ad5 vaccine, HVTN 505 was closely monitored by its data safety monitor-enhanced infection in the first trial testing an Ad5 vaccine, of futility.17

There are currently two ongoing efficacy trials (HVTN 702 and HVTN 705). HVTN 702 tests conditions used in the Thai RV144 trial, but with appropriately matched clade C immunogens for a South African cohort. An additional boost is being given to help maintain protective Ab responses. The second ongoing trial, HVTN 705, tests four Ad26 vectored mosaic sequences followed by a trimeric gp140 Env boost to protect 18–35-year-old sub-Saharan African women. More information for these ongoing efficacy trials, as well as two trials testing the protective potential of passively transferred bnAb, are presented below (see Table 1). All of the immunogens used to date have been well tolerated with only mild to moderate local reactogenicity and limited systemic side effect.

### Table 1 Ongoing efficacy trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vaccine, phase, sponsor</th>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Clade</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Cohort</th>
<th>Start date</th>
<th>Immunogens</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canarypox/bivalent gp120, phase I/IIb/III, NIAID</td>
<td>HVTN 702</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>n = 5,400: 2,700 treated, 2,700 placebo</td>
<td>South African adults, age 18–35</td>
<td>Oct 2016</td>
<td>2 primes: ALVAC-HIV (1 × 10^7 CCID50 (VCP2438) at weeks 0 and 4</td>
<td>Repeat of RV144 trial but with sequences for epidemic in South Africa. Will test for prevention of infection over 24 and possibly 36 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad26/gp140 phase I/IIb, Janssen vaccines and prevention B.V.</td>
<td>HVTN 705</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>n = 2,600: 1,300 treated, 1,300 placebo</td>
<td>Sub-Saharan African women, age 18–35</td>
<td>Nov 2017</td>
<td>2 primes: Tetravalent Ad26.Mos4.HIV (5 × 10^10 viral particles) at weeks 0 and 12</td>
<td>Testing for prevention of acquisition months 7–24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMP phase I/IIb, NIAID</td>
<td>HVTN 703</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>n = 1500: 500 for each of 2 treatment groups and 500 placebo</td>
<td>Women from 7 countries in sub-Saharan Africa, age 18–50</td>
<td>May 2016</td>
<td>Passive transfer: VRC01 bnAb transfused 10 times at 8-week intervals at 20 or 30 mg/kg</td>
<td>Testing for prevention of acquisition by week 80, observation until week 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMP phase I/IIb, NIAID</td>
<td>HVTN 704</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>n = 2,700: 900 for each of 2 treatment groups plus 900 placebo</td>
<td>United States, Brazil, Peru, Switzerland MSM, transgender men, age 18–50</td>
<td>Apr 2016</td>
<td>Passive transfer: VRC01 bnAb transfused 10 times at 8-week intervals at 20 or 30 mg/kg</td>
<td>Testing for prevention of acquisition by week 80, observation until week 92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALVAC, canarypox vector; AMP, antibody-mediated protection; bnAb, broadly neutralizing antibody; CCID50, cell culture infectious dose for 50% of cultures; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; HPTN, US National Institutes of Health Sponsored HIV Prevention Trials Network; HVTN, US National Institutes of Health sponsored HIV Vaccine Trials Network; MF59, a squalene-based emulsion that is used as an adjuvant; MSM, men who have sex with men; NIAID, US National Institutes of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.

**Table 1 Ongoing efficacy trials**

**MINING OF IMMUNE RESPONSES IN RV144 FOR CORRELATES OF RISK, PROTECTIVE NON-NEUTRALIZING ANTIBODY**

Just as the achievement of protection in RV144 was not anticipated, the correlates for reduced risk were also unexpected. These correlates did not include bnAb or CD8+ T cells, the immune responses that had been most sought by vaccine developers. Rather, case control studies showed that binding Ab, which was not neutralizing, correlated with reduced risk. This protective non-neutralizing antibody (pnnAb) belonged to two subgroups of IgG: IgG1 and IgG3 with IgG3 being particularly effective. In contrast, IgG2, IgG4, and serum IgA did not correlate with reduced risk. Indeed, serum IgA, which had a high response rate, was associated with increased, not reduced risk.

The protective binding Ab had specific targets on Env. Ab to the tip of the highly variable V1V2 loop correlated with reduced risk. Sequence analysis revealed that break-through viruses had been sieved for V1V2 sequences that were not recognized by the binding Ab. A second target for pnnAb was the C1-C2 region.
of the inner domain of gp120, a region of Env that is a major target for antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC). Recombinant Ab to C1-C2 from RV144 participants had high ADCC activity in the presence of low, but not high serum IgA, which seemed to interfere with IgG-initiated ADCC. A third protective target was the V3 loop of Env. This activity did not neutralize virus; but, rather, was associated with ADCC, which, again, was most active in the presence of low serum IgA.

Two subsets of polyfunctional CD4+ T cells correlated with reduced risk. The first of these co-expressed CD40 ligand, interleukin (IL)-2, IL-4, interferon-γ, and tumor necrosis factor-α; and, the second, CD40 ligand, IL-2, and IL-4. It was hypothesized that these CD4 subsets contributed to protection by providing CD4+ T cell help for the elicited pnnAb. The expression of IL-4 by both subsets is of interest because such is expressed by type 2 CD4+ T cells that do not display the CCR5 coreceptor. Consistent with this, ALVAC-elicited CD4+ T cells have been found to be relatively resistant to HIV infection. Provocatively, type 2 CD4+ T cells promote Ig gene rearrangements to Igα, an Ab response that correlated with increased risk in RV144.

### ANTIBODY MEDIATED PROTECTION, DIFFERENCES BETWEEN BNA AND PNNAB

Neutralizing Ab prevents infection by blocking functional activities of viral proteins that mediate entry into cells. Upon infection, or vaccination, naïve B cells whose Ab receptors bind to proteins exposed on the foreign agent (or vaccine) expand and undergo mutation and selection in lymph nodes for increasingly tight binding to the foreign agent. These mutations are centered in the Fab region of the Ab molecule (Figure 2a) and for most infections can generate an Ab capable of neutralizing the infection. However, broad neutralization of HIV requires an Ab that can recognize conserved functional regions of Env, which are masked by heavily glycosylated highly variable sequences (Figure 2b; for reviews, see Refs. 1 and 2). Abs that can block conserved functional regions are broadly neutralizing and can neutralize many isolates, including cross-clade isolates of HIV. Mutants of these conserved functional regions are generally lethal and, therefore, most do not support escape. Only a fraction of infected people generate such bnAbs and these Abs, when they are generated, have atypical structures generated by mutation of as much as 30% of their Fab sequence.

In contrast, essentially all HIV-infected people generate non-neutralizing Abs that can recognize and bind nonfunctional regions of Env. These Abs, despite not being neutralizing, can protect by the Fc region of the bound Ab (see Figure 2a) triggering complement (C′) or innate immune cells, such as macrophages and neutrophils, to engulf or lyse the bound virus or infected cell. The Fc regions of an Ab, in contrast to Fab regions, are conserved (Figure 2a). These conserved regions are represented by different isotypes, such as IgM, IgG, IgA, and IgE. Within isotypes are defined subgroups, such as the IgG isotype having IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4 subgroups. Each of these isotypes and subgroups are specialized for activating distinct but often overlapping phagocytic or lytic responses.

Broadly neutralizing Ab is considered preferable to pnnAb because of its ability to block incoming HIV and prevent establishment of proviral DNA, which can be latent and invisible to the immune response and drugs (Figure 3). In contrast, pnnAb, by acting on infected cells (as well as on incoming virus), limits and even clears cells that underwent the initial infection (Figure 3). Whereas bnAb is like St. George killing the dragon (an HIV virion) with a single well-aimed thrust of a spear, pnnAb is more like the Lilliputians of Gulliver’s Travels where the Fc regions of multiple Abs are required to trigger responses, such as complement (C′)-mediated lysis, ADCC, and antibody-dependent phagocytosis to kill an infected cell or inactivate virus.

Because pnnAb requires cross-linking of C′ or Fc receptors to activate a protective response, binding of Abs with Fc regions belonging to different isotypes/subgroups can compete with the triggering of a protective innate response. Indeed, such likely explains the inhibitory activity of serum IgA in RV144. In retrospect, the multiple inoculations (7 in total) in the failed efficacy trials of bi-valent gp120 protein had driven the evolution of Env-specific Abs from protective IgG1 and IgG3 subgroups to nonprotective IgG4 responses. Very high levels of Abs also can be detrimental to pnnAb by competition for binding resulting in the binding of

---

**Figure 2** Functional regions of antibody and the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) envelope. (a) Schematic of an antibody (Ab) showing variable Fab and conserved Fc regions. Fab and Fc fragments are generated by papain cleavage: Fab is the variable antigen binding fragment, and Fc is the crystallizable constant fragment. (b) Schematic of the HIV envelope glycoprotein (Env) with receptor binding (gp120) and transmembrane proteins (gp41) indicated. nAb, neutralizing Ab; pnnAb, protective non-neutralizing Ab. Schematic of immunoglobulin G (IgG) is reproduced from commons.wikimedia.org by Gareth White and is licensed under CC BY 2.0. Schematic of HIV Env is reproduced with permission from David H. Spach, MD and the National HIV Curriculum.
single (not both) Fab arms of an Ab (see Figure 2a) and the failure of the Fc regions of the bound Ab to cross-link the C’ or Fc receptors that trigger protective innate responses. Such is called a prozone and has been reported for ADCC, antibody-dependent phagocytosis, C’ mediated lysis, and protection by passive transfer of Ab.

FORMS OF ENV BEING EXPLORED FOR THE ELICITATION OF PROTECTIVE AB, TIERS OF NAB

Multiple forms of Env are being developed and tested for the ability to elicit bnAb as well as the more readily achieved, pnnAb (Figure 4). Two important forms are the native receptor binding form, the mediator for the first step for entry, and the CD4-induced (CD4i) form, a post-binding intermediate for virus-cell fusion. Most research has focused on the CD4 binding form of Env, which is a target for both bnAb and pnnAb (for example of dual target, see Ref. 34). However, the CD4i form also can be effective for incoming virus because this form has a half-life of 30 minutes or longer on the surface of cells, which affords time for pnnAb to bind, cross-link, and activate innate responses. Studies also use forms of Env that are poor mimics of natural Env, but technically easier to produce, such as gp120 monomers and gp41 peptides (Figure 4).

Figure 4 presents different forms of Env that are being used in studies for eliciting bnAb and pnnAb. But first, a brief background on tiers of HIV nAb and immune checkpoints for HIV bnAb. Tiers of HIV nAb are ranked according to their potency for neutralization of laboratory-adapted and primary isolates. Tier 1 nAb neutralizes easy to neutralize laboratory-adapted isolates of HIV; tier 1b are the slightly more difficult to neutralize isolates; and tier 2 are the difficult to neutralize isolates that are undergoing transmission. A characteristic of many bnAb is polyreactivity for host proteins. This means that precursors for bnAb can undergo deletion in the bone marrow because of their recognition of self. Furthermore, responding B cells that emerge from the bone marrow can become anergic at immune tolerance checkpoints. This can result in failure to express precursors to bnAb or transient expression of an nAb, rather than further mutational development to a bnAb.

Gp160

Trimeric gp160, the native form of Env, has been expressed on virus-like particles (VLPs) and the plasma membranes of vector-infected or DNA-transfected cells. It is used to present the conformationally intact receptor binding forms of Env to the immune system. The gp160, a transmembrane protein, undergoes denaturation when purified and is sufficiently toxic to eukaryotic cells to not be stable in viral vectors. However, when expressed by DNA it primes heterologous tier 1 nAb as well as mostly transient tier 1b and tier 2 nAbs. The binding Ab response to gp160 is largely to gp41, including the immunodominant region (IDR) of gp41, a highly conserved target for pnnAb activities. The IDR is a desirable target because it does not readily survive mutations that might support escape. DNA-expressed gp160 has advanced through phase IIa testing as a prime for a modified vaccinia Ankara (MVA) boost.

Gp150

Trimeric gp150, a C-terminal truncated, transmembrane form of gp160, is the second closest form to the native receptor-binding form of Env for eliciting bnAb and pnnAb. The truncation removes toxic sequences allowing the production of stable gp150-expressing viral vectors. However, depending on the Env, the truncation can reduce the integrity of the receptor binding form of Env. Like gp160, gp150 elicits heterologous tier 1 nAbs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Ab</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| bnAb | • Single binding event can block infection  
| | • No requirement for an effector cell  
| | • Do not destroy infected cell  
| | • Do not cause cytokine secretion  
| | • “Difficult to elicit” (require many mutations)  
| | • Immunological checkpoints can limit maturation  
| | • Passive transfer of bnAb prevents infection |
| pnnAb | • Multiple binding events needed for activity  
| | • Requirement for innate effector cell or C’  
| | • Can destroy infected cell  
| | • Cause cytokine secretion  
| | • “Easy to elicit” (require few mutations)  
| | • Requirement for protective isotypes, subgroups of Ab  
| | • High level responses at risk for prozones |

Figure 3 Comparison of the activities of broadly neutralizing antibodies (bnAbs) and protective non-neutralizing antibodies (pnnAbs). C’, complement.
In addition, like the gp160 native form of Env, the predominant binding Ab elicited by gp150 is to gp41 and the highly conserved IDR of gp41. The MVA-expressed gp150 has advanced through phase IIa trials where it has served as the boost for the VLP DNA prime. The IgG elicited by the DNA prime/MVA boost for gp41, including the IDR, is much more durable than IgG to the gp120 subunit, with IgG1 having a longer half-life than IgG3.

### Table: Form of Env and Antigenic Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of Env</th>
<th>Antigenic characteristics</th>
<th>pnnAb</th>
<th>nAb</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Native trimeric gp160</td>
<td>- Displays conformational epitopes recognized by bnAb on VLPs, plasma membranes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Tier 1, Transient Tier 1b and Tier 2, Homologous Tier 2</td>
<td>Expressed by DNA vaccines (generally too toxic for expression by a viral vector) Used as a prime Elicit Tier 1, 1b and transient Tier 2 nAb Some T/F Env able to prime homologous Tier 2 nAb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-terminal truncated trimeric gp150</td>
<td>- C-terminal truncation enhances Env display on VLPs, plasma membranes Truncation can disrupt Env structure, varies by Env Elicit long-lived gp41-dominant responses that include highly conserved IDR of gp41</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Tier 1, Transient Tier 1b and Tier 2, Autologous Tier 2</td>
<td>Expressed by DNA or viral vectors Used as a prime or boost Some T/F Env able to boost homologous Tier 2 nAb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOSIP or non-SOSIP gp140 trimers</td>
<td>- Stabilized trimers display conformational epitopes recognized by bnAb Reduced V3 display The integrity of native epitopes on “non-SOSIP” gp140s depends on the specific gp140</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Tier 1 Autologous Tier 2</td>
<td>Used as purified protein or expressed by vectors T/F SOSIPs in NHP elicit homologous Tier 2 nAb Non SOSIP trimers boost protective nAb responses in NHP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gp120</td>
<td>- Monomer of receptor binding domain Elicit high V3 responses, most fail to elicit Ab to V1V2 Binds CD4 receptor but fails to elicit nAb to CD4bs</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Tier 1</td>
<td>Used as purified protein or expressed by vectors In RV144 expressed as membrane-bound gp120 Can boost protective nAb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD4-induced gp120 monomers</td>
<td>- Elicit high V1V2, V3 responses Elicit high inner domain responses</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Tier 1</td>
<td>Used as purified protein Used as a prime or boost V3, V1V2, and C1 dominant responses Correct balance of CD4 and Ab required for protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineered germline targeting and directed lineage protein immunogens</td>
<td>- Initiate bnAb lineages Drive breadth of initiated lineages</td>
<td>Likely</td>
<td>Tier 1, Tier 1b, Homologous Tier 2 in NHP, broader Tier 2 in murine models</td>
<td>Used as purified protein Used on multimeric nanoparticles Area of active research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gp41 designer peptide</td>
<td>- Fusion peptide-directed elicited 1st bnAb in non-human primates Virosome-expressed elicited transcytosis inhibiting Ab</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Fusion peptide directed elicited Tier 1, 1b and heterologous Tier 2 in NHP</td>
<td>Used as scaffolded peptides in prime boost regimen with SOSIPs Used in virosomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SOSIPs and sgp140
SOSIPs, which are disulfide-stabilized cleaved, trimeric forms of gp140, display native-like receptor binding forms of gp120.52 SOSIPs are exceptionally useful because they represent the one form of purified protein that retains a native-like CD4 binding form of Env. SOSIPs are produced in cultured cells and purified for use as protein immunogens. Non-SOSIP gp140s also are used as immunogens. Attempts to stabilize non-SOSIP gp140 forms of Env by removing the cleavage site between gp120 and gp41 can result in “sprung” Envs that have lost native structures.53 SOSIPs elicit heterologous tier 1 and homologous tier 1b and tier 2 neutralizing antibody whereas non-SOSIP gp140 trimers primarily boost heterologous tier 1 nAb and pnnAb responses.54 SOSIPs are targeted to enter phase 1 testing in Q4 2018. A non-SOSIP gp140 trimer in aluminum phosphate is being used in the ongoing phase IIb HVTN 705 Ad26/gp140 protein boost trial (Figure 1 and Table 1).

Gp120 monomers
The gp120 monomers have elicited tier 1 nAbs directed to the V3 loop in multiple vaccine trials. Despite showing good binding to soluble CD4, gp120 has not been effective at eliciting binding Ab that blocks the CD4bs on intact, native Env. This is hypothesized to reflect the angle of approach to the CD4bs in the monomer being a poor mimic of the angle of approach in the native trimer.55 One of the correlates for reduced risk in RV144 was Ab to the V1V2 loop of gp120, which in this trial seemed to have been elicited primarily by the A244 component of the bivalent gp120.56 Most gp120s do not elicit much V1V2 binding Ab (for example, see Ref. 42). However, gp120 does consistently elicit Abs to the C1 region of Env, which is a target for ADCC.22,29 Gp120 is generally used as a boost for DNA-primed or vector-primed responses (see Figure 1). It has, however, been used as a prime and boost in a preclinical trial of a pentavalent gp120 that showed some protection attributed to pnnAb.57 A canarypox-expressed membrane-anchored gp120 displayed on VLPs and bivalent gp120 protein were used in the partially successful RV144 trial and are being used in the ongoing HVTN 702 efficacy trial (Figure 1 and Table 1). The Ab responses to gp120 generally have short half-lives. In RV144, these underwent a more than 10-fold contraction from peak responses in 6 months, with protection waning with the waning of the gp120 response.15

CD4i gp120
The CD4i gp120 monomers may be more capable of eliciting pnnAbs than noninduced monomers. The most developed of these, termed IHV01 or full-length single chain, consists of HIV-Bai gp120 tethered to domains one and two of CD4.58,59 In contrast to most gp120s, the CD4i gp120 raises good titers of binding Ab to the V1V2 region of Env, which is exposed in the induced form. Protective responses in trials using simian prototypes of IHV01 have depended on achieving a “sweet spot” for CD4+ T cell and pnnAb responses. Elicitation of too many CD4+ T cells, which are preferred targets for infection,60 and not enough Abs, does not provide protection.3,4 The CD4i gp120 (IHV01) is being tested in the clinic in ongoing phase I safety trials. The Ab to CD4i gp120, like Ab to gp120, is short-lived.4

Heavily engineered recombinant Envs
With the identification of each class of bnAb, researchers have hastened to identify the germ-line Ig sequence that initiated the lineage for the bnAb (for comprehensive review see Ref. 61). As germ line sequences, termed unmutated common ancestors (UCAs), are identified, or inferred, recombinant Env proteins that can stimulate these UCAs are sought. For example, eOD-GT8, a highly redesigned outer domain of the HXB2g120, and 426C, a modified and truncated gp120 of the primary clade C virus 426, have been developed to stimulate UCAs for bnAb to the CD4 binding site. Another approach to eliciting bnAb to the CD4bs uses serial Env that co-evolved with the elicitation of bnAb in an infected patient.62 In patient CH0505 the transmitted/founder (T/F) Env weakly binds to one of the UCAs for bnAb to the CD4bs. The CH0505 T/F Env as well as Env from major nodes for broadening of the neutralizing Ab response are now being explored for the ability to initiate and direct a bnAb response to the CD4bs. For elicitation of bnAb to the V1V2 apex of Env, both SOSIPs and small scaffolded proteins are being used. Elicitation of bnAb targeting the N332 supersite at the base of the V3 loop is being approached using mutated Envs (expressed on the surface of mammalian cells) for binding to inferred germ line Ab. As inferred germ line sequences are identified, additional designer Env (frequently with mutations in N-linked glycosylation sites) are tested for their ability to drive the response toward bnAb. The furthest of these highly engineered Envs in clinical development is the cOD-GT8-60mer for the CD4bs.63 The eOD-GT8 is targeted to enter clinical trials in Q2 2018.

Gp41 peptides and mutated gp41
Recently, an epitope-based vaccine for the fusion domain of gp41 distinguished itself by being the first to raise bnAb in NHP.64 In a tour de force of sequence analyses and X-ray crystallography, a patient-derived bnAb to the fusion peptide guided iterative immunizations with fusion peptide scaffolds followed by SOSIPs to generate the fusion-peptide specific bnAb. The gp41 sequences have also been used for immunizations using virosomes (phospholipid membrane vesicles with virus-derived proteins that support fusion with target cells).65 In the HVTN 505 DNA/Ad5 clinical trial (Figure 1), a mutated form of gp4166 raised Abs that cross-reacted with commensal bacteria.67 This cross-reactivity has not been observed in immunization with gp41 expressed in gp160 and gp150 forms of Env43 and may be specific to the mutant gp41 expressed by the 505 immunogens.

CURRENT GOALS OF RESEARCH ON THE AB COMPONENT FOR AN AIDS VACCINE
At present, the feasible Ab to be elicited by an AIDS vaccine is pnnAb (Box 2). However, work on controlling the subgroup, isotype, and magnitude of pnnAbs is needed to optimize its ability to stimulate protective innate responses. The most protective binding Abs for HIV are IgG3 or IgG1, with IgG3 being more proteic than IgG1. Serum IgA can block the protective activity
of IgG1 and IgG3. Empirically, it has been found that ALVAC priming followed by ALVAC + bivalent gp120 boosting elicits more serum IgA than IgG; whereas DNA priming and MVA boosting elicits much higher serum IgG than IgA. Presumably, this reflects the T cell help that is elicited by these two regimens differentially affecting IgG class switching. Another challenge faced by pnnAb is prozone effects, where high levels of elicited Abs compete for binding, diminishing the activation of protective innate responses. Indeed, such could explain the boosting of protective DNA/MVA responses with gp120 subunits resulting in less protection despite higher Abs.

The use of directed lineages to elicit bnAb remains a challenge for even the best and the brightest of laboratories (Box 2). The bnAbs can be elicited in knock-in mice, which have high frequencies of critical B-cell precursors; but, with the exception of bnAb to the gp41 fusion protein, remains to be achieved in NHPs, and ultimately in humans. The challenge is developing immunogens that can initiate and direct responses from the several dozen UCAs that have been identified in the past 11 years. Mixtures of immunogens can also be being studied for their ability to broaden nAb responses (for examples, see Refs. 54,57,69). To date, such broadening has been achieved for pnnAb and tier 1 nAb (but not bnAb) responses.

A major challenge for both pnnAb and bnAb is identification of antigens, adjuvants, and regimens that elicit durable long-lived Ab responses (Box 2). In RV144, protection waned concomitantly with the rapid waning of Abs. At peak Ab response, protection was 60.5%, not the 31.2% present at 1.5 years. In humans, Ab responses to gp120 are more durable than Ab responses to gp120. In the first 6 months post-peak Ab responses of a DNA/MVA vaccine, Ab to gp120 contracted less than twofold as opposed to the ~10-fold contraction of Ab to gp120. Adjuvants also affect the durability of Ab responses. In humans, MF59 (a squalene emulsion) elicits more durable Abs than aluminum salts, particularly in infants. Late gp120 boosts are currently being explored as a method of achieving better durability of gp120 Abs in RV144 participants as well as in participants in DNA/MVA vaccine trials. Excellent boosting has occurred for both regimens. Following late boosts of RV144, Ab has undergone additional heavy chain mutations (from 2.9–6.7% of the amino acids being mutated), increased ADCC activity and increased breadth of V2 responses, but has not achieved broad neutralization. It remains to be reported how the late boosts affected the isotype and subgroup of boosted Abs that are so critical for pnnAbs.

**PASSIVE TRANSFER OF AB TO ACHIEVE BNAB, ANTIBODY-MEDIATED PROTECTION**

Given the complexity of the multi-antigen regimens being developed for the elicitation of bnAb, researchers have turned to directly providing antibody-mediated protection (AMP) by gene therapy or passive transfer of bnAb. The gene therapy approach uses vectors to express bnAbs in the subject being “vaccinated” (for reviews, see Refs. 73,74). A major problem faced by gene therapy is recognition of the expressed Abs as foreign and clearance of Ab-expressing cells by the host.

The passive transfer approach uses repeated transfusions to achieve and maintain protective levels of a bnAb. Challenges faced by this approach include: (i) the repetitive transfusions required to maintain protective levels of a bnAb (estimated at 10–20 μg/mL for the VRC01 bnAb); (ii) the cost of manufacturing recombinant Abs; (iii) the need for skilled medical personnel to administer the passive Ab; and (iv) the time required for the recipient to be transfused with a protective dose of Abs. AMP is being actively pursued to assess whether it can provide protection to an at-risk population; and, if so, the level of Ab needed to provide protection. While these studies are ongoing, Fc region mutations are being introduced to extend the half-life of the transfused Abs. The most popular of these mutations are the neonatal Fc receptor to allow the transfused Abs to be salvaged from lysosomal degradation and recycled to the circulation. The breadth and potency of the transfused Abs are also being enhanced by the development of combinations of bnAb, of bispecific recombinant Abs, and most recently of trispecific recombinant Ab. The goal is to identify Ab and a regimen that allows trimonthly, or even less frequent, subcutaneous administrations of the protective Abs. Precedence for AMP is found in treatments for multiple autoimmune and allergic diseases and for respiratory syncytial virus and hepatitis B virus infections.
in infants. Only time will tell whether AMP can become a realistic long-term prophylactic for prevention of HIV. Its use, however, is likely to be highly beneficial for limiting maternal transmission during breast feeding.

AREAS OF RESEARCH FOR T CELL VACCINES
The high mutability of HIV and consequent potential for escape pose challenges for the CD8+ cytolytic T cell components of candidate vaccines. Two approaches are being taken to cope with sequence diversity: the use of highly conserved sequences for which mutations are lethal and the use of mosaic sequences designed to immunize for the totality of escape mutants (essentially all HIV sequences). An essential resource for defining conserved sequences, and all viable mutants, is the open access Los Alamos Compendium of >95,000 HIV sequences. Definition of conserved elements is achieved by sequence alignment. Encompassing all possible mutations uses a genetic algorithm to optimize epitope coverage in mosaic cocktails of synthetic sequences. Empirical testing of mosaics, consensus sequences, and natural sequences for CD8+ T cell responses demonstrated that the mosaic had the best breadth (coverage of epitopes) and depth (coverage of mutants within an epitope) and ability to recognize circulating strains. Inclusion of three or four mosaic sequences optimizes CD8+ T cell coverage. A four-mosaic combination with a natural gp140 boost is currently in phase IIb trials.

Another approach to improving the T cell component for HIV vaccines uses cytomegalovirus (CMV) vectors modeled on the 68-1 rhesus macaque CMV vector. This vector underwent a spontaneous mutation during fibroblast adaptation, resulting in the potential to elicit CD8+ T cells that are restricted by major histocompatibility (MHC)-II and MHC-E, and not just MHC-I. This results in very broad targets for CD8+ T cell activity that limit escape and are not affected by prior escape of MHC-I restricted epitopes. The net result is clearance of virus from 55% of animals that have been vaccinated, challenged, and undergone an initial post-challenge infection. A prototype human CMV vector, “P3,” has been constructed and is anticipated to enter human testing in 2019.

VACCINES AND AMP IN ONGOING EFFICACY TRIALS
Four ongoing efficacy trials include two for vaccines and two for AMP (Table 1). In the first vaccine trial (HVTN 702), two ALVAC primes followed by three ALVAC + gp120 boosts, test clade C versions of the RV144 immunogens for the ability to protect South African adults. Because of the rapid waning of protection with the waning of Ab in RV144, a third protein boost at week 52 has been added to the regimen used in RV144. Other differences from RV144 include the use of MF59 instead of alum as the adjuvant. Unfortunately, the gp120 proteins being used in HVTN 702 are not particularly effective at eliciting Abs to V1V2 (a major correlate for reduced risk in RV144). Such was a fortuitous characteristic of the A244 gp120 in RV144 and not appreciated at the time of the choice and manufacture of the gp120 immunogens for HVTN 702. The trial is sponsored by NIAID and funded by NIAID, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and the republic of South Africa.

The second vaccine tests priming at weeks 0 and 12 with a tetravalent mosaic sequence expressed by Ad26 followed by boosting with the tetravalent Ad26 and a clade C gp140 in aluminum phosphate at weeks 24 and 52. This trial (HVTN 705) is being conducted in young women in South Africa, Zambia, and Zimbabwe, a sub-Saharan population at particularly high risk for HIV infection. The regimen being used has shown good protection in macaques against serial rectal challenges with a pathogenic clade B simian-human immunodeficiency virus. This protection correlated with pnnAb. The vaccine is anticipated to have cross-clade CD8+ T cell responses due to its use of mosaic sequences. This vaccine is sponsored by Janssen and Janssen B.V. and funded by the NIAID, Janssen and Janssen, and the Ragon Institute. Other vaccines, for example, DNA priming and MVA-boosting with VLP-expressing vaccines, are progressing toward efficacy testing.

The first two efficacy trials for AMP test VRC01, a broadly neutralizing recombinant Ab to the CD4bs, for the ability to prevent infection in sub-Saharan women and in MSM and transgender women who have sex with men in the United States, Brazil, Peru, and Switzerland. The target population in South Africa has an estimated infection rate of 5% per year. In the Americas and Switzerland, the estimated infection rate is 3% per year. Both AMP trials are sponsored by the NIAID and both are being conducted jointly by the HVTN and the HIV Prevention Trial Network (HPTN). Both test 20 or 30 mg/kg of VRC01 transfused 10 times at 8-week intervals. The primary test for efficacy is prevention of acquisition by week 80 (the time of the last transfusion). Goals for the AMP trials are to learn whether passive transfer can prevent HIV infection in homosexual and heterosexual partners and, if it can prevent infection, define the level of Ab that is needed to protect these cohorts.

YOUNG AGE AND PRE-EXISTING AB, POTENTIAL OPENINGS FOR HIV VACCINATION?
It has long been known that young age (under 1 year) and advancing age (over 50 years) affect the efficacy of vaccination. Provocatively, immunization of infants (but not those advanced in age) may be more effective than immunization of young adults for eliciting both bnAb and pnnAb. The vaccine is anticipated to have cross-clade CD8+ T cell responses due to its use of mosaic sequences. This vaccine is sponsored by Janssen and Janssen B.V. and funded by the NIAID, Janssen and Janssen, and the Ragon Institute. Other vaccines, for example, DNA priming and MVA-boosting with VLP-expressing vaccines, are progressing toward efficacy testing.

The first two efficacy trials for AMP test VRC01, a broadly neutralizing recombinant Ab to the CD4bs, for the ability to prevent infection in sub-Saharan women and in MSM and transgender women who have sex with men in the United States, Brazil, Peru, and Switzerland. The target population in South Africa has an estimated infection rate of 5% per year. In the Americas and Switzerland, the estimated infection rate is 3% per year. Both AMP trials are sponsored by the NIAID and both are being conducted jointly by the HVTN and the HIV Prevention Trial Network (HPTN). Both test 20 or 30 mg/kg of VRC01 transfused 10 times at 8-week intervals. The primary test for efficacy is prevention of acquisition by week 80 (the time of the last transfusion). Goals for the AMP trials are to learn whether passive transfer can prevent HIV infection in homosexual and heterosexual partners and, if it can prevent infection, define the level of Ab that is needed to protect these cohorts.

CONCLUDING CHALLENGES
Despite the progress that HIV vaccines have made in the last 11 years, the field continues to face enormous challenges. Broadly neutralizing Ab has been sufficiently difficult to raise, that passive transfer of bnAb is being considered as a viable alternative to vaccination. Can modern technology enable routine passive transfer of a cocktail of bnAb to millions of individuals? We should not despair, but this is not a trivial challenge. Meanwhile, the more achievable vaccines that rely on pnnAb have the challenges of Ab durability and vaccine elicited CD4+ T cells that co-express the CCR5 co-receptor
for HIV serving as kindling for infection. Will adjuvants that support better durability of elicited pnnAb also create more target CD4+ T cells? Will continual boosting to maintain Ab titers drive subgroups of IgG to nonprotective IgG2 and IgG4 responses as they did in VAX 003 and VAX 004? New and better assays for the susceptibility of elicited CD4+ T cells to HIV infection are needed. Methods to boost Ab responses without driving their rearrangement to nonprotective subgroups and isotypes are needed. In the next 10 years, we will have the results of at least two more vaccine efficacy trials and two AMP trials. These will guide the path for HIV vaccines and it is hoped will lead to the exhilaration of achieved protection!
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